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Well equipped for the future:
Your all-round diesel service

Bosch: worldwide market leader in
diesel technology

Test technology

Bosch is your one-stop shop for everything from straightforward troubleshooting and suitable
equipment to repair work for current diesel vehicles, systems and components.

Intuitive, precise and efficient: with Bosch as your partner you always have access to state-of-the-art
and easy-to-learn test technology for the professional inspection of deinstalled diesel components.

EPS 118:
The injection tester
for every workshop

Benefits for your workshop
▶ Simple and self-explanatory operation

▶ Best price-performance ratio

▶ Considerable time savings through
quick error determination and repair

▶ Equipment and software in best
OEM quality

EPS 815, KMA 822,
CRS 845 H:
Universal diesel
component testbench

EPS 205:
Quick and efficient
work

EPS 708:
Specialised common
rail testbench

Tool installation/deinstallation
With us to the top: as the largest automotive supplier worldwide,
Bosch offers you a wide range of tools for the installation and
deinstallation of diesel components of the best OEM quality.

Diagnostics

Repair

Perfect all-round equipment: Bosch always has the optimal selection of tools for simple
and fast diagnostics of diesel vehicle components.

More than 125 years of expertise: next to competent service,
Bosch provides you with high-quality tools for more efficient
component repair.

Diesel sets

Denoxtronic systems

Whether low pressure measurement, bleed EPS 100 or
pressure build-up tests: with Bosch diesel sets, you are
perfectly equipped for professional vehicle diagnostics.

Bosch counts on the Denoxtronic exhaust aftertreatment for the most efficient and low-emission
diesel motors.

CP4 Tool board 1*

CP4 Tool board 2*

*The spare parts necessary for the repair are only available to authorised workshops.

Diesel test bench
configurator
Scan the QR code and quickly request
costs as well as availability for your required test equipment at your wholesaler.

http://component-test.
bosch-automotive.com

Driven by efficiency
Bosch technologies are used worldwide in almost all vehicles.
People, and assuring their mobility, is what we are focused on.
Therefore, we have dedicated the last 125 years of pioneering spirit
and expertise in research and manufacturing to achieving this.
We continue to work on our unique combination of solutions for
spare parts, diagnostic devices, workshop equipment and services:
▶ Solutions for efficient vehicle repairs
▶ Innovative workshop equipment and software
▶ The world’s most comprehensive range of new and replacement parts
▶ Large network of wholesale customers, for quick and reliable parts supply
▶ Competent hotline support
▶ Comprehensive educational and training offers

Find out more at:
bosch-workshopworld.co.uk
What drives you
drives us.

Robert Bosch Limited
PO Box 98
Uxbridge
UB9 5HJ
www.bosch-workshopworld.co.uk
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▶ Targeted sales and marketing support

